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Brief History 
 

 

The National Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped (NLS) is a 
free library program of Braille and audio materials circulated to eligible borrowers 
in the United States by postage-free mail. The program is a service sponsored by 
the Library of Congress. People may be eligible for the program if they are blind, 
have a visual disability that prevents them from reading normal print, or a physical 
disability that keeps them from being able to hold a book.   Library materials are 
distributed to regional and sub regional libraries and are then circulated to eligible 
patrons. The NLS was established by an act of Congress in 1931, and was amended 
in 1934 to include sound recordings (talking books). The program was expanded in 
1952 to include blind children, in 1962 to include music materials, and in 1966 to 
include individuals with physical impairments that prevent the reading of standard 
print. 

 
 
Scope and Coverage 

 
In this LOC program, only blind and physically handicapped peoples are provided 
library services. For blind users there are lots of talking books, Braille books and 
other materials. For physically handicapped and blind users the materials are 
delivered to their addresses by post at free of cost. In this program the library 
extension services are provided to the users in United States. For fulfilling this 
program, the regional and local libraries help by circulating the materials to the 
users. In that case, LOC has delivered the documents to those libraries first. The 
NLS collection includes more than 200,000 audio and Braille titles that NLS 
provides, many regional and sub regional libraries add books and magazines of 
local interest. Some libraries loan videos with audio descriptions designed for those 
who cannot see. 

While its extensive collection of Braille and talking books is available in the United 
States only through its cooperating libraries, NLS provides some services directly to 
patrons: 

 Music scores in Braille and large print, and instructional materials in Braille 
and audio. This collection, which excludes musical performances, is the 
largest of its kind in the world, providing NLS patrons with more than 
25,000 titles. 

 Certification in Braille transcribing and proofreading, available through the 
National Federation of the Blind, Jernigan Institute. Courses are offered in 
literary, mathematics, and music transcribing as well as literary and 
mathematics proofreading. 

 Overseas services to citizens of the United States living in other countries. 
 Reference publications that provide information of interest to people with 

visual or physical disabilities and their families; educators; caregivers; and 
professionals. 

 
 
Kind of Information 

 
LOC for its NLS program provides OPAC search facilities through its website. The 



 NLS online catalog is a single database with two interfaces: 
 
Voyager Interface:  In this interface the search process is completed in three steps; 
like entering suitable search terms in the search bar, selection of quick limits from 
the top down menu which mainly contains material types in the collection. The last 
step is selection of search type. There is no option for choosing bibliographic fields 
in the search process. The following screen shot shows it in detail: 
 

 
 
The voyager’s interface has features to sort, save and manipulate search results as 
per requirements. 
 The search process produces a list where some bibliographic details are provided, 
like author name, title, publication year, location of the material, call number. The 
title is hyperlinked and by clicking this one can get more detail bibliographic 
information. The following screen shot gives an clear idea: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Text-only Interface: The text-only search interface does not use complex Web 
page design and does not have features to sort, save and manipulate search results, 
and some search limits available in the Voyager interface. The text-only interface 
may be preferred by searchers with specific needs of the author, title, subject 
variety. 
 

 
 
Along with the selection of bibliographic fields the location and the type of 
materials has to be selected. 
The search queries through this above process produce list which includes 
bibliographic details of desired documents. In this list user can get idea about the 
author name, title, publisher name, book number of the materials. Each title is 
hyperlinked with another web page of detailed bibliographic information. The 
following screen shot shows an entry with full bibliographic details: 
 

 
 
 
 



 

  

 

 

 
Special Features  

 Audio book can be down loaded through this website. 
 

 Along with the above interfaces, there are two other search options, 
namely single term search; multiple term search. 

 
Arrangement Pattern 

 
Relevancy wise arrangement of materials in the search result. But users can re 
arrange the list by author, title, publication year. 

 
Remarks 

 

NLS is a free library services for blind and physically handicapped individuals, all 
applications must be based on a visual or physical handicap, including applications 
accepted under the terms "learning disabilities" (the broader term), "dyslexia," or 
"reading disability."  The certifying authority, as defined by Public Law 89-522—
which governs the program—must determine that the reading disability prevents 
reading regular print in a normal manner and must be medically able to judge 
whether the disability has a physical or organic basis.  
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